These data can be related to the complex permittivity of the material. However, this latter part of the problem is not simple and attempts have been made to devise a scheme to do this job.
In one of the approaches for relating the reflection coefficient to the permittivity of the material terminating the coaxial line, nomograms are generated for SR7 coaxial cable at 1 GHz, 3 GHz, and 10 GHz [4] . The complex permittivity of the material is determined from these nomograms for a given reflection coeffi- Ho(p, z) .$ JbJ"Ep(P',o)P'cQs+'exp( ;~kR)P'@'
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E, ( p', O) is the radial electric field intensity over the aperture, and c and u represent the permittivity and conductivity of the medium, respectively. As usual, the primed coordinates are used for the source point, and the unprimed coordinates are for the field point. Also, the time harmonic variation exp (jwt) is used for the fields.
The @ symmetrical magnetic fields in the coaxial line can be where kC = u~=, r is the reflection coefficient of the principal mode, and y~is the complex propagation constant with Re ( Yn) <0. Rq ( p ) represents the radial dependence of the magnetic field, and ,4~and AT are complex amplitudes which are related to the radial component of the electric field over the aperture. These expressions are available in [7] and hence are omitted for the sake of brevity.
The boundary condition for the tangential magnetic field is satisfied by equating the right-hand sides of (1) and (5) /"L/ exp ( -jkr) Cos 4' d~'dp'dp (6) mk< ln(b/a)~~o r where r={ p'+ p" -2pp'cos#}l'2.
The accuracy of this formulation was tested by calculating the complex reflection coefficients using (6). These results were compared with the available data calculated after considering the presence of higher order modes over the aperture [4] . COS $' dp dp'd+'. 11 = dl+'dp'dp The second term of the series expansion goes to zero on integration over O' and the fourth term reduces to the last term of (10).
After simple mathematical manipulations, it is found to be equal to the well-known radiation conductance of the coaxiaf radiators [9] . Thus, the accuracy of the present analysis can be improved by keeping the contribution from this last term close to zero.
Under this assumption, 1=+((p+p' ) dp dp' bb~.
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Equations (16) and (17) An appreciable reduction in these deviations has been observed by using (10) instead of (13) [1]
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